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Abstract
With the dawn of the Big Data era, data sets are growing
rapidly. Data is streaming from everywhere - from cameras,
mobile phones, cars, and other electronic devices. Cluster-
ing streaming data is a very challenging problem. Unlike
the traditional clustering algorithms where the dataset can
be stored and scanned multiple times, clustering stream-
ing data has to satisfy constraints such as limit memory
size, real-time response, unknown data statistics and an un-
known number of clusters. In this paper, we present a novel
online clustering algorithm which can be used to cluster
streaming data without knowing the number of clusters a
priori. Results on both synthetic and real datasets show
that the proposed algorithm produces partitions which are
close to what you could get if you clustered the whole data
at one time.
1. Introduction
Clustering is the task of grouping objects to structures
(also called clusters) that maintain internal homogeneity
and external separation. Objects in the same cluster should
be similar to each other while objects in different clus-
ters should not. In past systems, the incoming data was
stored on the memory and the clustering task was performed
offline. However, modern systems require clustering of
streaming data as well as clustering of large datasets which
may be treated as streaming data.
Clustering streaming data is a very challenging problem.
Unlike traditional clustering algorithms where the dataset
can be stored and scanned multiple times, clustering stream-
ing data has to satisfy constraints such as limited memory,
real-time response, unknown data statistics and a dynamic
number of clusters. For example, imagine the task of seg-
mentation by clustering of a 4K image (typical resolution
of 4096× 2160). Creating an affinity matrix for traditional
clustering algorithms like Normalized Cuts [22] and Affin-
ity Propagation [9] is impossible because the size of the ma-
trix, (4096 × 2160) × (4096 × 2160), cannot fit the mem-
ory. Applying other traditional algorithms like K means
[15], DBSCAN [7] and Meanshift [10] is also limited since
parameters selections for those algorithms require multiple
scans of the dataset - a computationally expensive task.
A good clustering algorithm for streaming data should
be able to identify the underlying structure of the data in
a dynamic environment. It should respond quickly to the
changing statistics of the data, be robust to outliers and pro-
cess the data in real-time. It should also perform as good as
if it had the global view of the data [23].
There are two approaches to process the incoming data:
the incremental learning approach and the two-phase learn-
ing approach [17]. Assuming the data arrives in batches that
is, n1 data points arrive at interval t1, n2 at t2 and so on.
In the incremental learning approach, the clustering model
is incrementally updated after each batch is processed. In
this approach, the clustering result is available immediately
after the arrival of the last batch but a batch processing is
computationally expensive. Unlike the incremental learn-
ing approach, the two-phase approach divides the learning
process into two phases: online and offline. In the online
phase, the arriving data is summarized and only prototypes
of each batch are saved to the memory. Then, in the offline
phase, after the last batch arrives, clustering is performed on
the prototypes of all the batches to create the final cluster-
ing model. This approach is able to cluster high-speed data
streams.
In this paper, we propose a novel online clustering algo-
rithm based on the two-phase framework. This algorithm,
which is based on a Penalized Weighted Gaussian Mixtures
Model (PWG), clusters the data as it streams without know-
ing the number of clusters apriori. By adding a penalty
function on the mixing coefficients to the traditional Gaus-
sian Mixtures Model the algorithm can estimate the number
of clusters in the dataset dynamically. Moreover, by using
a Gaussian Mixtures Model, the algorithm can model any
probability density functions to any required level of accu-
racy.
One possible application of the algorithm is online seg-
mentation of images in modern cameras. Usually, modern
cameras are equipped with an Image Signal Processor (ISP)
that processes the raw data from the CCD sensor. Common
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blocks in such ISP are demosaicing, noise reduction and
image sharpening. Every block processes the raw data in
parts. Based on the proposed method, a segmentation block
with hardware and software phases can be designed. In the
first phase, the hardware segments only part of the raw input
data by using the PWG model saving weighted prototypes
to the DDR. In the second phase, the software clusters the
weighted prototypes to create the final segmentation result.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 surveys various online clustering methods that are based
on the two-phase framework. Section 3 presents the pro-
posed algorithm - Online Clustering by Penalized Weighted
Gaussian Mixtures Model (OPWG). Section 4 presents the
algorithm evaluation on both synthetic and real datasets and
discusses its result and section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
Many algorithms use the two-phase framework to extend
traditional clustering algorithms to streaming data. For ex-
ample, the STREAM [18] algorithm is based on the clas-
sical k-median algorithm [14]. It consists of two phases.
Given the streaming data is divided into buckets, in the first
phase, the algorithm finds K clusters in each bucket by the
k-median clustering algorithm. For each bucket, it stores
the clusters’ centroids and their corresponding weights. In
the second phase, the weighted centroids are clustered into
a small number of clusters, resulting in the final data parti-
tion.
Similar to the STREAM algorithm, the Online Fuzzy
C-means (OFCM) [12] is based on the classical algorithm
Fuzzy C-means [3] and it also has two phases. Assuming
the data arrives in chunks, in the online phase, the arriving
data is being clustered by the FCM algorithm. The cluster-
ing result is a set of centroids representing each chunk and
their corresponding weights. In the post-processing phase, a
weighted FCM algorithm is applied to cluster the centroids
considering their weights.
Although those algorithms perform well, they have some
limitations: STREAM and OFCM need to be provided with
the number of clusters, K, which may vary from batch to
batch. Choosing a wrong K may affect the algorithm as
following - when all data in a given chunk comes from only
one class - an over-segmentation is created. Such over seg-
mentation does not result in information loss but increases
the algorithm sensitivity to noise and its convergence time.
When all the data in a given chunk comes from multiple
classes, an under segmentation may occur depending on the
value of K. Another limitation of those algorithms is the
creation of spherical clusters due to the objective function
of those algorithms. Creating spherical clusters can cause
wrong clustering result since the clusters may have arbitrary
shapes.
A hierarchical approach for clustering streaming data
is proposed by the CluStream algorithm [1]. The CluS-
tream algorithm extends the notion of a feature vector of the
BIRCH [24] method to create micro-clusters in the online
phase. In the offline phase, the micro-clusters are clustered
into bigger clusters using the K-means algorithm. Like the
above methods, the number of clusters should be provided
to this algorithm.
A density-based online clustering method is the Den-
Stream [5]. The DenStream algorithm extends the notion of
core points of the DBSCAN algorithm to a new concept of
micro-clusters. It also has two phases. In the online phase,
the algorithm maintains micro clusters structures which ap-
proximately capture the density of the data stream. In order
to create the final data partition, in the offline phase, a vari-
ant of the DBSCAN algorithm is applied to those clusters.
The DenStream algorithm should be provided with a cluster
radius threshold and data fading rate. Providing the cluster
radius is a main drawback of the algorithm. As stated, in
streaming data, the data statistics may vary along the time
and therefore a single cluster radius may not fit all the data.
3. Online Clustering by Penalized Weighted
GMM
Gaussian Mixtures Model (GMM) is usually the model
of choice in distribution-based clustering. In this approach,
the data objects are assumed to be generated according to a
mixture of Gaussians and the clusters are defined as objects
belonging to the most likely Gaussian. Therefore, finding
the clusters of a given data is equivalent to estimating the
parameters of the GMM.
The classical GMM regards the importance of each ob-
ject in the dataset equally and the clustering result is equally
affected by all objects. More generally, different objects
may have different impacts on the dataset. An object may
have a weight that represents its ”mass”. The larger the
weight the larger the dominance of the object. In such a
case, the clustering result will be biased by those objects
with high dominance. Such an approach takes place in
the second phase of STREAM and OFCM, where the al-
gorithms solve a weighted clustering problem.
The OPWG algorithm works similarly. Assume a
streaming data arrives and is processed in batches so that
n1 data points arrive at time t1, n2 at t2 and so on, OPWG
clusters the data in two phases. In the first phase, the al-
gorithm clusters each batch based on a degenerated PWG
model where all the weights equal to 1, unless there is
a prior knowledge on the data. Each batch is clustered
to K < Kmax Gaussians mixture, whose centroids and
mixing coefficients are saved. The number of clusters is
found dynamically starting from Kmax and converging to
a smaller value K. The mixing coefficient acts as a weight
- the larger the coefficient - the more dominant its corre-
sponding centroid is. In the second phase, the algorithm
clusters the weighted centroids from all the batches to get
the final clustering results. As in the first phase, this phase
also estimates the number of clusters. The PWG model is
discussed next.
3.1. Penalized Weighted GMM
The OPWG algorithm is based on a penalized weighted
GMM, which will be defined next. Let xi ∈ Rd be a random
vector following a multivariate Gaussian distribution with
mean µ ∈ Rd and a covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rd×d. Let wi >
0 be a weight indicating the dominanace of an observation
xi. As suggested in [11] the weights wi are incorporated
into the regular GMM model by ”observing xi, wi times”,
resulting with the following PDF of weighted GMM:
p(xi; Θ, wi) =
K∑
k=1
pikN(xi;µk,
1
wi
Σk), (1)
where Θ = {pi1, ..., piK ; θ1, ..., θK} are the mixtures pa-
rameters: {pi1, ..., pik} are the mixing coefficients satisfy-
ing
∑K
1 pik = 1 and θk = {µk,Σk} are the parameters of
the kth component. K is the number of components in the
model and it corresponds to the number of clusters in the
data. Let X = {x1, ..., xN} and W = {w1, ..., wN} be the
i.i.d observed data and its corresponding weights, respec-
tively, the observed data log-likelihood is:
l(Θ) =
N∑
i=1
ln(
K∑
k=1
pikN(xi;µk,
1
wi
Σk)). (2)
Traditional clustering algorithms require the user to pro-
vide the number of clusters. In cases where this informa-
tion is unavailable, it is common to run the algorithm sev-
eral times with different values of K and to choose the one
that minimizes some information criteria such as AIC [2] or
BIC [21]. In online clustering, such approach of model se-
lection is not applicable. We therefore consider a different
approach, in which we start with a large number Kmax of
components and shrink insignificant mixing coefficients to
zero to preserve a suitable number K of components. This
elimination can be obtained by adding a penalty to the ob-
jective function on the mixing coefficients. It is shown in
[13] that good results can be achieved by choosing a penalty
of the form of ln +pik = ln (+ pik) − ln , where  is a
small positive number. This penalty is a monotonically in-
creasing function of pik, and it goes to zero when a mixing
coefficient, pik, goes to zero.
Considering this penalty, the penalized log-likelihood
function becomes:
lp(Θ) = l(Θ)−NλDf [
K∑
k=1
ln (+ pik)− ln ], (3)
where l(θ) is the log-likelihood, λ is a tuning parameter
and Df is the number of free parameters of each mixture
component. Specifically, for GMM with a full covariance
matrix, Df =
d(d+1)
2 + d + 1, and for GMM with a di-
agonal covariance matrix, Df = d+ d+ 1. Integrating (2)
and (3) results in a penalized weighted GMM log likelihood
function:
lpw(Θ) =
N∑
i=1
ln(
K∑
k=1
pikN(xi;µk,
1
wi
Σk))
−NλDf [
K∑
k=1
ln (+ pik)− ln ].
(4)
In order to estimate the model parameters, Θ, we maxi-
mize the penalized log-likelihood function. However, as in
mixtures model, a direct maximization of the penalized log-
likelihood function is analytically intractable. We therefore
use the iterative EM algorithm [6] to find a solution.
3.2. EM algorithm
Let us denote by Z = {z1, ..., zN} a set of hidden vari-
ables associated with the observed data X = {x1, ..., xN}
such that zik = 1 iff xi is generated by the kth component
of the mixture and zik = 0 otherwise. Calculating the con-
ditional expectation of the penalized log-likelihood of the
complete data given the hidden variables results in:
Q(Θ,Θt) = E[ln p(X,Z|Θ)|X,Θt] =
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
ηtik
[
lnpitk − ln |Σtk|
1
2 − wi
2
(xi − µtk)T (Σtk)−1(xi − µtk)
]
−NλDf [
K∑
k=1
ln (+ pik)− ln ],
(5)
where the posterior probabilities are updated with:
ηt+1ik = p(zi = k|xi;wi,Θt)
=
pitkN(xi; θ
t, wi)∑K
k=1 pi
t
kN(xi; θ
t, wi)
=
pitkN(xi;µ
t
k,
1
wi
Σtk)∑K
k=1 pi
t
kN(xi;µ
t
k,
1
wi
Σtk)
.
(6)
In the M-step, the parameters Θ =
{pi1, ..., piK ;µ1, ..., µK ; Σ1, ...,ΣK} are updated by
maximizing (5):
Θt+1 = argmax
Θ
Q(Θ,Θt). (7)
The parameters {pi1, ..., piK} and
{µ1, ..., µK ,Σ1, ...,ΣK} can be updated separately
since they are not intervened at (5). This results in:
µt+1k =
∑N
i=1 wiη
(t+1)
ik xi∑N
i=1 wiη
(t+1)
ik
, (8)
Σt+1k =
∑N
i=1 wiη
(t+1)
ik (xi − µt+1k )(xi − µt+1k )T∑N
i=1 η
(t+1)
ik
. (9)
Incorporating the constraints on pik and using Lagrange
multipliers, we obtain:
pit+1k = max{0,
1
1−KλDf [
1
N
N∑
i=1
ηt+1ik − λDf ]}. (10)
In summary, given predefined weights, W , the EM al-
gorithm starts with Kmax which is an upper bound on the
number of clusters in the data. In each iteration, a mixing
coefficient may be shrunk to zero by (10), eliminating its
corresponding component. In this way, in each iteration, the
algorithm starts with a number of components and may con-
verge to a smaller number. Note that when all the weights
are queal to 1’s, the algorithm converges to the algorithm
proposed by [13] and will be referred to as Penalized Gaus-
sian Mixtures Model (PGMM).
3.2.1 Parameters selection
The PWG algorithm requires three parameters: the tuning
parameter λ, the initial number of clusters Kmax, and the
covariance matrix type.
Equation (10) constrains the choice of the tuning param-
eter and the number of clusters. In this equation, we want
a cluster to be eliminated when its average responsibilities,
1
N
∑N
i=1 η
t+1
ik , is less than the threshold λDf . Therefore,
the term 11−KmaxλDf should be positive. In addition, λ
should be non-negative from its definition. Therefore :
0 ≤ λ < 1
KmaxDf
. (11)
When λ is close to its upper limit, the algorithm will
prefer a small number of components. When λ approaches
zero, the algorithm will converge to the regular Weighted
GMM (WGMM) algorithm, proposed by [11]. In [13] it is
suggested to choose λ by running the algorithm with dif-
ferent values and choosing the one that minimizes the BIC
criterion [21]:
λ = min
λ
BIC(λ). (12)
While the choice of the tuning parameter is constrained,
the choice of the type of the covariance matrices is not.
Thus, the covariance matrices can be either full or diagonal.
However, the best practice is to choose diagonal covariance
matrices due to three reasons. First, modeling of a full co-
variance GMM can be equally achieved by using diagonal
covariance GMM with more components. Second, a GMM
with diagonal covariance matrices is more computationally
efficient. Third, the results of a GMM with diagonal matri-
ces are empirically superior to GMM with full covariance
matrices [4].
4. Algorithm Evaluation
The proposed method has been evaluated by several ex-
periments on both synthetic and real datasets. The synthetic
datasets included: a) the data used by scikit package [19]
in its clustering algorithm comparison b) simulated Gaus-
sian mixtures PDFs with a different number of components.
For real datasets evaluation, we used OPWG to segments
images from Berkeley BSD dataset [16].
4.1. Algorithm Evaluation - Synthetic Datasets
To evaluate the algorithm on synthetic data we per-
formed 50 experiments on each dataset and averaged the
results of the F1 score and the Normalized Mutual Informa-
tion (NMI) metric, as defined as in [20].
Every dataset consists ofN = 100, 000 2D data samples
which is further divided into equal batches of ni = 1000
samples each. Since the order matters when clustering
streaming data, two modes of operations were considered:
Mode A in which the data arrives randomly and each batch
may contain samples from all the clusters in the dataset and
Mode B in which the data in each batch arrives from a sub-
set of the dataset and may not contain samples from all the
underlying clusters. To simulate the latter case, the 2D data
has been sorted according to x (or y) coordinate and then
divided into batches.
The tuning parameter λwas chosen to be 0.005 in the on-
line stage. Different values of λ in the range [0.003−0.006]
were tested in the post-processing stage and the one that
minimized the BIC of the model was chosen. The covari-
ance matrices were chosen to be diagonal in the online stage
and full in the post-processing stage. The maximum num-
ber of clusters was chosen to be Kmax = 25.
In our evaluation, we compared our proposed algorithm
to the following algorithms: OFCM with a number of clus-
ters equal to that found by OPWG and a batch size of
ni = 1000 samples, PGMM running on the whole dataset
with λ = 0.005, Kmax = 25 and a full covariance ma-
trix, and GMM running on the whole dataset with a number
of clusters provided by PGMM and with a full covariance
matrix.
The results for mode A are reported in Table 1 and il-
lustrated in Figure 1. As expected, when the full stream
is available, as in PGMM and GMM, better results are
achieved, whereas, in online mode, the performance dete-
riorates. The underlying assumption in online mode that all
batches are independent and have an identical distribution
yields sub-optimal solution. Further, comparing OPWG
with OFCM shows that except for DB2, OPWG outper-
forms OFCM although its initial number of clusters Kmax
is bigger. In this mode, the average number of clusters
that OPWG found, K = 3.18, 1.92, 2.96, 2.48, 2, 1, was
close to the number of clusters that PWG found - K =
3.34, 5.22, 3.04, 2.38, 2.14, 2.76.
(a) OPWG (b) OFCM (c) PGMM (d) GMM
Figure 1: Mode A. Each algorithm was evaluated on six
different datasets. For OPWG and PGMM, the initial num-
ber of clusters was 25. OFCM and GMM were initialized
with the number of clusters found in OPWG and PGMM,
respectively.
The results for mode B are reported in Table 2 and il-
lustrated in Figure 2. In Mode B not all clusters are rep-
resented in each batch. While this fact has a little ef-
fect on the performance of PGMM and GMM, it signifi-
cantly affects the online algorithms. However, as can be
seen, the OPWG is less affected than the OFCM by this
phenomena. Note that, in this mode, because only sub-
set of the data is represented in each batch, the average
number of clusters that the OPWG and PGMM found in-
creased compared to mode A. The average number that
OPWG found was K = 4.84, 7.84, 4.48, 3.04, 2.14, 1.02
and the average number of clusters that PGMM found was
K = 3.25, 5.4, 3.08, 2.48, 2.32, 2.9.
(a) OPWG (b) OFCM (c) PGMM (d) GMM
Figure 2: Mode B. Each algorithm was evaluated on six
different datasets. For OPWG and PGMM, the initial num-
ber of clusters was 25. OFCM and GMM were initialized
with the number of clusters found in OPWG and PGMM,
respectively.
The algorithms were further evaluated on 2D Gaussian
mixtures datasets with a different number of components
(K = {2, 5, 7}). As before, each result reported represents
the average performance of running the algorithm 50 times.
In this case, λ was chosen to be 0.006 for both modes and
in mode B the dataset was arbitrarily sorted according to its
y coordinate.
The results for mode A are reported in Table 3 and il-
lustrated in Figure 3. The results for mode B are reported
in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 4. For mode A, OPWG
performs well comparing to the other algorithms. Its es-
timation of the number of clusters, K = 2.32, 3.92, 4.2,
is close to the estimation of PGMM that estimated K =
2.02, 4.00, 4.44. Moreover, although it was initialized with
a bigger number of clusters, Kmax = 25, it performs equal
or better compared to the OFCM.
Surprisingly, for mode B, the average results of OPWG
are better than for mode A. In addition, in some cases, it
even performs better than the algorithms that run of the
full stream. A possible reason for this is that when run-
ning in online mode, the adaptive tendency of the algorithm
makes it more robust to outliers compared to running on
the full stream. Thus, the algorithm achieves more accu-
rate clustering results. For this mode, the average number
DB1 DB2 DB3 DB4 DB5
F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI
OPWG 0.46 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.98 0.92 0.75 0.63 0.77 0.73
OFCM 0.40 0.00 0.75 0.19 0.91 0.78 0.78 0.60 0.77 0.73
PGMM 0.38 0.00 0.57 0.55 0.98 0.92 0.86 0.82 0.79 0.74
GMM 0.38 0.00 0.56 0.54 0.98 0.92 0.85 0.81 0.80 0.77
Table 1: Mode A. Clustering quality measures for each of the algorithms discussed for all datasets considered apart from the
last one, which is noise.
DB1 DB2 DB3 DB4 DB5
F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI
OPWG 0.41 0.10 0.46 0.51 0.93 0.83 0.99 0.98 0.78 0.73
OFCM 0.31 0.00 0.45 0.47 0.83 0.75 0.83 0.60 0.80 0.77
PGMM 0.39 0.00 0.54 0.55 0.98 0.93 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.78
GMM 0.38 0.00 0.55 0.54 0.98 0.93 0.86 0.82 0.83 0.79
Table 2: Mode B. Clustering quality measures for each of the algorithms discussed for all datasets considered apart from the
last one, which is noise.
K=2 K=5 K=7
F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI
OPWG 0.97 0.90 0.80 0.76 0.69 0.69
OFCM 0.92 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.73 0.75
PGMM 0.99 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.78 0.80
GMM 0.99 0.95 0.88 0.87 0.77 0.79
Table 3: Mode A - numerical results for GMM datasets.
Clustering quality measures (F1 and NMI) for each of the
four algorithms where each batch contains random samples
from the whole dataset.
of clusters that OPWG found, K = 2.48, 5.1, 6, is again
close to the average number of clusters that PGMM found -
K = 2, 4.02, 4.54.
K=2 K=5 K=7
F1 NMI F1 NMI F1 NMI
OPWG 0.94 0.85 0.93 0.88 0.86 0.82
OFCM 0.88 0.79 0.86 0.83 0.79 0.79
PGMM 0.97 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.79 0.82
GMM 0.99 0.93 0.87 0.87 0.79 0.82
Table 4: Mode B numerical results for GMM datasets.
Clustering quality measures (F1 and NMI) for each of the
four algorithms where not all clusters are represented in
each batch.
(a) OPWG (b) OFCM (c) PGMM (d) GMMM
Figure 3: Mode A - results for GMM datasets. Each algo-
rithm was evaluated on three different datasets. For OPWG
and PGMM, the initial number of clusters was 25. OFCM
and GMM were initialized with the number of clusters
found by OPWG and PGMM, respectively.
4.2. Algorithm Evaluation - Real Datasets
We tested OPWG on real datasets for the task of image
segmentation. For this purpose, each image was converted
to LAB color space and has been clustered based only on its
LAB color features, i.e., segmentation by color only. Each
batch consisted of four non-overlapping rows of the image,
corresponding to reading four rows from a CCD image sen-
sor. Minimal image size was 321 × 482. The algorithm
was initialized with Kmax = 25 and the tuning parame-
ter λ was fixed to 0.03 for the online stage and the best
of [0.006, 0.005, 0.004] for the post-processing stage. For
both the online and the post-processing stages, we ran the
(a) OPWG (b) OFCM (c) PGMM (d) GMM
Figure 4: Mode B - results for GMM datasets. Each algo-
rithm was run on three different datasets. For OPWG and
PWG, the initial number of clusters was 25. OFCM and
GMM were initialized with the number of clusters found by
OPWG and PGMM, respectively.
algorithm with diagonal covariance matrices. This selec-
tion of diagonal covariance matrices is very important since
full covariance matrices will result in large clusters or under
segmentation. Our preference would be to do over segmen-
tation and we thus selected diagonal matrices.
Image segmentation is not a well-defined problem and
different people may segment the images differently. Thus,
OPWG was not evaluated numerically as in the synthetic
datasets but rather compared to the popular segmentation
algorithm Efficient Graph-Based Image Segmentation (EG-
BIS) [8].
Figure 5 shows the evaluation results. As can be seen,
even though the OPWG is solely based on the LAB fea-
tures, it performs pretty well in segmenting the images.
Comparing to the OFCM algorithm, the OPWG algorithm
shows equal or better results although it was initialized with
a bigger number of clusters - Kmax = 25. Even though
it uses only four non-overlapping rows at each batch, the
OPWG algorithm is able to achieve similar results to those
of PGMM, which uses the full dataset. The OPWG algo-
rithm sometimes even outperforms the EGBIS algorithm.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes a penalized weighted GMM algo-
rithm for online clustering. The algorithm is able to iden-
tify the underlying structure of the data and to estimate the
number of clusters in a dynamic environment. Although
the algorithm is initialized with an arbitrarily large num-
ber of clusters, results on both synthetic and real datasets
show that the proposed algorithm produces partitions that
are close to those you would get if you clustered the whole
data at once.
Although the algorithm performs well, there is still work
to be done. Better results may be achieved using different
penalty functions. Moreover, since the algorithm was eval-
uated on datasets with low dimensionality, the effect of the
”curse of dimensionality” on the algorithm is unknown. In
addition, an extension of the algorithm to handle the prop-
erty of data fading of streaming data should be considered.
Other directions maybe include an extension of the algo-
rithm to deep learning architecture using RNN.
(a) Image (RGB) (b) OPWG (c) OFCM (d) PGMM (e) EGBIS
Figure 5: Color segmentation results for different images from BSD dataset. Note that the last two images are not from BSD
dataset. Those images were taken by a mobile phone camera. Their resolution is 1600× 1200
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